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The life and works of Nobel laureate Linus Pauling are examined. Using lS1° data, Pauling’s scien-
tific endeavors are reviewed, including a discussion of his most-cited works and his recent research
involving quasicrystals, Pauling’s comments on a wide range of topics—from the mechanisms of sci-
entific discovery to the notion of scientists as political activists—are also included.

The world’s great men have not cornmordy been great scholars,
nor its great scholars great men.

Linus Patding. For a great number of peo-
ple—especially scientists—thk name brings
instant recognition. Pauling is one of the
most written-about scientists of this century.
Few people can claim to have a paper pub-
lication record that spans over 60 years (with
well over 700 articles), to have been
awarded two Nobel F%zes, or to be in the
forefront of research well past the average
age accepted for emeritus status. And in
spite of his activity, he remains one of the
most accessible scientists in my experience.

Many Current Contentsa (CP ) readers
are aware of my long-standing fascination
with both polymathic scientists and respect
for those with a keen sense of social respt-
sibility. Patding is such a scientist. Among
the fields of his scientific expertise are chem-
istry, biochemistry, genetics, physics, and
medicine. His efforts in the cause of world
peace are widely recognized. As Pauling ap
preaches his 90th birthday, it is hardly re-
dundant to recognize an individual who has
become a legend in his own lifetime.

Citation Laureate

From a citationist’s point of view, Pau-
ling has impressive statistics: he has 26 pub-
lications that have been cited in 200 or more

—Oliver Wendell Holmes 1

papers (with 76 other papers having more
than 50 cites), while his book The Nature
of the Chemical Bond and the Structure of
Molecules and Crystals’2 is one of the most-
cited publications of all time. (Indeed, he
wrote a commentary on that Citation
Classic@ that we published in CC in
1985.s) Earlier this year I discussed the ci-
tation record of this classic work in THE
SCIENTISP. A reprint of that editorial
follows.q

Pauling’s most-cited works span six de-
cades, with three publications from the
1920s, eight from the 1930s, five from the
1940s, four from the 1950s, four from the
1960s, and two from the 1970s. Table 1 lists
his most-cited publications and is taken from
the 1945-1988 Science Citation hdexm
(SCP ) database. The 1945-1954 SCI cumu-
lation was recently published.s

Pauling has received many awards, in-
cluding the Award in Pure Chemistry of the
American Chemical Society (ACS) in 193 1;
the Davy Medal of the Royal Society of
London in 1947; the International Lenin
Peace Prize of the Soviet government in
197 1; the National Medaf of Science of the
NationaJ Science Foundation (NSF) in 1975;
the Lomonosov Gold Medal of the Acade-
my of Sciences of the USSR in 1978; the
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Table 1: Lhrus Patdirrg’s publications cited over 200 times in the SCP, 1945-1988. A= numter of citations
received. B = bibliographic data.

A B

15,318 Paroling L. l?re nature of the chemical bond and the structure of molecules and crystals: an
irrrroducrion to modern swucnmrl chemufry. Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1960. 644 p.

863 Pmding L, MarroH A, Singer S J & Wells I C. Sickfe cell anerma, a molecular disease. Science
110:543-8, 1949,

774 Paufing L, Corey R B & Braeraon H R. The structure of proteins: two hydrogen-bonded helical
configurations of the polypeptide chain. Proc. Nat Acad. Sci. fJ.SA 37:205-11, 1951.

749 Pmding L. Atomic radii and interatomic distances in metals. J. Amer. Chem. Sot. 69:542-53,
1947.

561 Pfuding L & Wilson E B. Introduction 10 quantum mechanics with applications to chemistry.
New York: McGraw-Hill, 1935.468 p,

456 P&rulingL. The nature of the chemical bmnd. Application of results obtained from the quantum
mechanics and from a theory of paramagnetic susceptibility to the structure of molecules.
J. Amer. Chem. SOc. 53:1367-400, 1931.

448 Pasding L. The theoretical prediction of the physical properties of many-electron atoms and ions:
mole refraction, diamagnetic susceptibility, and extension in space. Proc, Roy, WC. L.urrdon Ser.
,4 114:181-211, 1927.

399 Pauling L. The structure and entropy of ice and of other crystals with some randomness of atomic
arrangement. J, Amer. Chem. Sot. 57:2680-4, 1935.

397 Paufing L. A molecular theory of general anesthesia. Science 134:15-21, 1961.
370 Pasding L. A theory of the structure and process of formation of antibodies. J. Amer. Chem. Sot.

62:2&t3-57, 1940.
316 Pmding L. A resonating-valence-bond theory of metals and intermetallic compounds. Proc. Roy

Sot. London Ser. A [96:343-62, 1949.
309 Pauling L. The rotational motion of molecules in crystals. Phys, Rev. 36:430-43, 1930.
306 Pauling L & Coryell C D. The magnetic properties and structures of hemoglobin, oxyhemoglobin

and carhrmonoxyhemoglobin. Proc. Nat, Acad. Sci. USA 22:210-6, 1936.
288 Pauling L & Corey R B. Atomic cuurdinates and structure factors for two helical configurations

of pulypcptide chains, Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. USA 37:235-40, 1951.
283 Paufirrg L & Corey R B. Configurations of polypeptide chains with favored orientations around

single bonds: two new pleated sheets. Proc. Naf. Acad. Sci. USA 37:729-40, 1951.
282 Cameron E, Paufhrg L & Lebvitz B. Ascorbic acid and cancer. Cancer Res.

39:663-81, 1979.
276 Pauling L. The principles determining the structure of cmrrple~ ionic crystals. J. Amer. Chem.

Sot. 5I:IO1O-26, 1929.
262 Pmding L. The diamagnetic anisotropy of aromatic molecules. J. Chem. Phys. 4:673-7, 1936.
252 PauUng L. Tbe nature of the chemical bmrd. IV. The energy of single bonds and the relative

electronegatwity of atoms. J. Amer. Chem. SOc. 54:3570-82, 1932.
241 Pauling L. Vitamin C and [he common cold. San Francisco, CA: Freeman, 1970. 122 p.
233 Pauling L. The namre of the interatomic forces in metals. Phys. Rev. 54:899-904, 1938.
225 Paulbrg L. Nature of the Iron-oxygen hmrd in oxyhemoglobin. Nature 203:182-3, 1964.
218 Zuckerkmrdl E & Pardhrg L. Evolutionary divergence and convergence in proteins. (Bryamr V &

Vogel H J, eds. ) .?voh,ing genes arrd proteins. New York: Academic Press, 1965, p. 97-166.
211 Pasding L & Corey R B. Compound helical configurations of polypeptide chains: structure of

proteins of the alpha-keratin type. Namre 171:59-61, 1953.
206 Paroling L. The sizes of ions and the structure of ionic crystals. J. Amer. Chem. Sew.

49:765-90, 1927,
204 Pauhg L, pressman D & Groaaberg A L, The serological properties of simple substances. W].

A quantitative theory of the inhibition by haptens of the precipitation of heterogeneous antisera
with antigens, and comparison with experimental results for polybaptenic simple substances and
for azoproteins. J. Amer. Chem. Sot. 66:784-92, 1944.

Award in Chemical Sciences of the Nationrd Toulouse, Montpelier, Li&ge, Melbourne,
Academy of Sciences of the US in 1979; and Delhi, Krakow, Berlin, and Zagreb. Pau-
the Priestley Medal of the ACS in 1984. Re- Iing has also been made an honorary mem-
cently he received NSF’s Vamevar Bush ber of the academies of science of Austria,
Award.6 Belgium, India, Italy, Norway, Poland, Por-

He has been given honorary doctorates by tugal, Romania, the USSR, Yugoslavia, and
over 45 institutions, including universities other countries. 7
in Chicago, Princeton, New Haven, Cam- Pauling cofounded in 1973 the Linus Pau-
bridge (UK), Oxford, London, Paris, Iing Institute of Science and Medicine, Palo
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Linus Pauling

Alto, California. This nonprofit orgartiza-
tion’s mission is to improve the quality of
human life by prevention of disease and to
relieve human suffering through utilization
of advanced techniques of chemistry, phys-
ics, molecular biology, and medicine. Cur-
rently, the institute’s research emphasis is
on cancer, nutrition, and the aging process.

Pauling on Papers and Publiihed Ideas

Recently, we spoke at length with Pau-
ling, who reflected on his long career as a
scientist and scholar. The topics discussed
were wide-ranging—covering his life, his
works, and his views on science. Excerpts
of this conversation are interspersed
throughout this essay.g

Q: What papers do you feel are your most
important works ? Your most original? Your
most undewalued?

Pazding: Well, I think the most important
single paper that I published was the “The
nature of the chemical bond” in the Jour-

nai of the American Chemical Society9 in
March or April of 1931. The most impor-
tant collection of papers would be the ones
that preceded it in 192810-ls and followed
it dealing with electronegativity scale and
resonance of molecules among different
electronic structures. 14-16The one that per-
haps hasn’t been recognized so greatly for
its significance was the one that I published
with my students and postdoc fellows in
1949 entitled “Sickle cell anemia, a molec-
ular disease” 17 [citexl over 850 times]. It
led to the development of the whole field
called the hemoglobinemias and, in fact, to
many other applications. My paper on the
molecular basis of general anesthesia [cited
almost 400 times] might be my most origi-
nal.ls

Q: On the subject of original ideas and
publications, have you ever had any scien-
tific ideas that you thought were so outra-
geous or unusual that you never mentioned
them to anyone?

Pauling: 1 usually published my “unusual”
ideas, and, of course, there have been a few
times when I was wrong. But other times
I have heard it said, or it was reported to
me that it was said, that I have been right
so often in the past that I’m probably right
now, too-about such ideas as the value of
high doses of vitamin C. 19 Perhaps I have
had some outrageous ideas, but they were
so outrageous that I buried them deeply in
my memory. I think my answer is that I tend
to publish my ideas even though they are
quite unconventional.

On the Process of Scientific Discovery

Patding’s career has been characterized by
his capacity for quick ins&ht into new prob-
lems, his ability to recognize interrelation-
ships, and the courage to put forward unor-
thodox ideas. His intuitive guesses, aided by
a phenomenrd memory of chemical facts,
have been referred to by Parding as the “sto-
chastic method” (from the Greek “apt to
divine the truth by conjecture”) .ZoPauling
talked about his experiences with the pro-
sess of discovery.
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Q: mat qualities do you think make great
scientists ? IS it necessary that scientists think
unconventionally for breakthroughs to
happen ?

Pauling: Well, there are different kinds of
great scientists. I think probably an impor-
tant quality is the ability to recognize prob-
lems that might be solved if we worked hard
enough at the problem. For example, James
Watson felt sure that it was going to be pos-
sible to discover the molecular nature of the
gene and worked hard at it—even to such
an extent that he was fked from the Rocke-
feller Fellowship that he had. Of course,
Einstein has been quoted as saying that,
when he was 15 years old, he asked himself
what would the world look like if [he] were
moving with the velocity of light. To attack
that problem he inquired into the nature of
equations that had been set up for electro-
magnetic fields-Maxwell’s equations, It
was the study of Maxwell’s equations that
led Einstein to his special theory of relativ-
ity. Einstein statted thinking about the prob-
lem when he was 15; he was 25 when he
formulated the special relativity equations.
And, of course, I have often worked on a
problem for 10 years before finding the so-
lution. And, in one case, I worked on a
problem for 40 years–and then one of my
students solved it for me.

Q: HOWlong did it take your stadent ro solve
the problem ?

Pauling: I think he was working pretty
steadily on it for perhaps a year. That was
Sten Samson, and the problem was the struc-
ture of sodium dicadmide: a problem that
I mentioned in the second paper that I pub-
lished, which had the title “The crystal
structure of magnesium stannide.’ ‘zI That
was the first intermetallic compound to have
its structure determined. Sodium dicadmide
had a very complicated structure-so that
was one I worked on for 40 years. Samson
solved the problem and published it in
196222 [referenced in 13 publications]. In
addition to thinking about problems for a
long period of time–problems that I think
I might be able to solve—I have a very wide

knowledge about all fields of science, es-
sentially, and I often applied something I
learned in one field of science to a problem
in another field of science. My work on an-
esthesiology is an example; it was crystal
structure that led me to solve that problem.

Q: How have your best, or most produc-
tive, ideas come to you? Do they come
via dreams, concentrated thought, or
relaxation ?

Pauling: 1 was one of three people who
spoke at a symposium on creativity at the
Third World Congress of Psychiatry in
Montreal in 1961 . . . . And I said that often
my original ideas have come as the result
of training my unconscious mind to think
about a problem. I gave as an example the
one on the theory of general anesthesia. I
was in Boston as a member of the scientific
advisory board of Massachusetts Generrd
Hospital in 1952, and this board was lec-
tured to by the professor of anesthesiology
at Harvard-Henry K, Beecher. Beecher
said something that 1 hadn’t known, that the
noble gas xenon can act as a general anes-
thetic agent. So 1 said to my son (who was
studying medicine), “How do you think
xenon can serve as a general anesthetic
agent, since xenon doesn’t form any com-
pounds in the human body? It must be some
sort of a physical action—I don’t understand
it. ” I thought about it day after day for sev-
eral days; in the evening when I would go
to bed, I would lie there and think about the
problem,... After a while I stopped that.
Then, seven years later, I was reading a sci-
entific paper on crystal structure, and I said
to myself, I understand anesthesia. I worked
for about a year gathering data, and then I
published my paper on “A molecular theory
of general anesthesia. ” Is So I had trained
my unconscious mind to keep this problem
in view, and whenever any new thought en-
tered my head, any new piece of informa-
tion, I would connect it up with that prob-
lem to see if there was any connection..,.
By the way, my talk was published in the
proceedings of the Third World Congress
of Psychiatry. zq
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On Activism and the Conduct of Science

Despite nearing his 90th birthday, Pau-
ling is still the consummate scientist, and his
research activity remains influential world-
wide. According to lS1° research-front
data, Pauling has been a core author in re-
search fronts consistently for the past five
years—5 in 1984, 4 in 1985, 3 in 1986, 7
in 1987, and 10 in 1988. (He has, of course,
also been a core author in earlier research
fronts, too numerous to mention here.)
Table 2 identifies the 1988 research fronts
that have Pauling as a core author. One of
the fronts, #88-1424, “Quasicrystals,” rep-
resents a topic that Pauling is presently pur-
suing.’24.25 According to a recent article in
THE SCIEN77ST, the Linus Patding Institute
is ranked among the top 10 institutions con-
ducting research in this fteld.zb

At present, quasicrystaI research is in a
state of flux. As is normal in ongoing re-
search, there are differing viewpoints, some
controversial. And Pauling’s view on the ex-
istence and properties of quasicrystals is
seen as contentious to some. To many Po-
ple, Pauling’s standing viewpoints on many
topics—whether scientific or political-are
similarly viewed. In the supposedly apolit-
ical atmosphere of science, Pauling advo-
cates activism.

Q: Is controversy usejid in scienti~c
research ?

Paroling: I doubt it. I would say not—so far
as I am concerned-it’s the problems them-
selves that interest me, not whether or not
a matter is controversial.

Q: In your view, should scientists become
more active politically ? Under what
circumstances ?

Pauling: Well, of course I published many
papers, and my book No More War.n7 In
several of my papers, I talked about science
and humanity; science, politics, and physics;
and the obligations of scientists. I’ve said
that I believe scientists have the duty of help-
ing their fellow citizens to understand the
important problems—the scientific aspects
of them. Almost every problem in the world
today has some scientific basis or involve-
ment. Sometimes it is hard even for the sci-
entists to understand the problems. I say that
scientists should not only help educate and
inform their fellow citizens, but also express
their own opinions . . . . 1 think political ac-
tivity is very important. A good example
was the “Stop the Vietnam War” campaign,
which was finally successful. In my own
case, it interfered significantly with my sci-
entific work. I thought that the problem of
nuclear war was such art important one and
that the possibility of wars betwear the great
nations was now being ruled out by the de-
velopment, construction, and stockpiles of
nuclear weapons that 1 deeided.., I ought to
sacrifice some of my time in order to work
in this field [of helping to eliminate nuclear
weapons and reduce the risk of war].

Q: Do you think science ha.r entered into an
era of playing for public media attention?
For example, the idea of coMfision, which
has apparently been disproven.

Pauling: No, 1 wrote a paper published in
Nature—a letter to the edkorzg—that I tlink

Table 2: The 198S SCF research fronts in which LinersPaalhrgis 8 core author. A= numberof corepapers.
B= number of citing papers.

Number Name AB

88-0113 Hydrogen-fxmdcdsystems 40904
88-0465 Ice phasetransitions,protontransfers,anddielectric-relaxationspectra 33 306
88-0474 Atomicstructurein metals 25 322
88-0931 Mixed-vaterrcecoordinationclusters 4
88-1424

24
Quasicrystals 57 466

88-1704 Electronspinresnnance 12 119
88-3050 Natural bond ortritafs 5 63
88-3306 Crystal structure and bnding in transition metals 4 67
88-6699 Chemical hardness and bmrd dissociation energies 2 12
8s-7703 ElectronicPolarizabilityof ions 2 27
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accounts for the thermal manifestations, the
development of heat, and even the explo-
sion. However, there have been several sci-
entific developments or ‘‘pseudodevelop-
ments” that have attracted a great deal of
attention, partially because of the possible
great practical value. One example, of
course, is cold fusion. A second example is
high-temperature superconductivity. And a
third is the so-called icosahexfral quasicrys-
tals. In the article in THE SCIENTIST, Paul
J. Steinhardt [Department of Physics, Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia] listed
about 1,500 papers that have been published
[on quasicrystals],aG and my estimate is that
about 1,000 scientists have been working in
this field during the last five years . . . .

The reason for the great attention paid to
this one aspect of metals science, metals and
alloys and crystallography, is.. the possibil-
ity that there is a new form of matter. And
I think all of these people, and the people
in industry, especially, said to themselves—
and even outright—that, since crystals with
a fivefold axis of symmetry had not been
known before, and since the electronic and
physical properties of metals and alloys are
the basis of tremendous indusrnes-airpkute
industries, light weight, strong alloys indus-
tries, and so on—we ought to lrmk hard at
these new kinds of crystals. Steinhardt said
that over 100 different compositions of
alloys, different intermetallic compounds,
have now been shown to form quasicrystals.
So there has been great interest, but, of
course, no one has succeeded in finding any
unusual electronic or physical properties of
these substances. That’s just what one would
expect from my theory of their nature,
which is that they ‘re ordinary inter-metallic
compounds containing icosahedral clusters
such as three of my students and I described
in 1952,29 and also the magnesium-alumi-
num-zinc alloy that we described in
1952Jo—the fact that they are twins doesn’t
change their electronic properties or physi-
cal properties significantly. So this is a for-
lorn hope that these so-called icosahedral
quasicrystals will have unusual electronic or
other physical properties.

Reflections on a Life

Today, Pauling is world-renowned; how-
ever, his path to get there was at times less
than auspicious, due in part to financial
hardship as a result of his father’s death
when Pauling was nine years old. Despite
this, as well as his not receiving a high-
school diploma, he received his BS in chem-
ical engineering in 1922 from Oregon Agri-
cultural College, Corvallis. To help support
himself and his mother, Pauling worked in
a dormitory kitchen and graded papers. In
1925 he was awarded a PhD degree from
the California Institute of Technology
(Caltech), Pasadena, summa cum kmde.31

During 1926 and 1927, Pauling visited
Europe on a Guggenheim Fellowship, study-
ing quantum mechanics with Arnold Som-
merfeld in Munich, Germany; Erwin Schr&
clinger in Zurich, Switzerland; and Niels
Bohr in Copenhagen, Denmark. From there,
his scientific career took off.

Q: If you were starting over to&Y, what

fields of scientific endeavor would you par-
ticipate in? Would they be the same as those
you have been arrd are working on?

Pauling: Well, I have been very fortunate
in my life. I had some difficulties, of
course—financial difficulty-when I was a
boy, and there was a question as to whether
I would go on to college or not. After some
struggle I succeeded in doing that-getting
an education. I was very fortunate in going
to Caltech in 1922. I think there is no place
in the world that I could have gone to that
would have been better in preparing me. In
general, I had good luck. I was fortunate in
that Professor Arthur Amos Noyes of the
Chemistry and Chemicrd Engineering Divi-
sion at Caltech wrote to me to say that he
thought that I should work with Roscoe
Dickinson in the field of X-ray crystallog-
raphy. I don’t know why he selected me
from among a half-dozen new graduate stu-
dents that he hadn’t seen, to make that sug-
gestion. But he did, and I couldn’t have had
a better field of work to get going on, with
such a powerful technique. I was able to re-
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late to problems I was interested in—the mo-
lecular basis of chemistry. I was able to
solve problem afier problem every few
months as a graduate student. And, of
course, I was fortunate in being around just
as quantum mechanics was being developed.

I arrived in Germany on my Guggenheim
Fellowship just about simultaneously with
the publication of Schr6dinger’s first paper
on wave mechanics. I arrived at the end of
Aprii 1926, and I even had a paper on quan-
tum mechanics published in 1926. And, of
course, several in 1927 and 1928 and from
then on. Of course, I was fortunate in hav-
ing married the right person, in having been
picked out by the right young woman. I
don’t think I could have had a better career
for myself, and, of course, I didn’t reaily
plan it . . . . I think it was fme that I spent much
of my earlier years in mathematics and theo-
retical physics. My PhD degree-I ran
across my diploma a few months ago and
noticed hat it said’ ‘for his research in phys-
ical chemistry and mathematical physics. ”
I still think that’s a fine basis. There are
many physicists who have as good a back-
ground in mathematics and physics as I
have. I differ from most physicists of a gen-
eration or two ago in having had a tremen-
dous background of knowledge in chemis-
try, too.

Q: Of the Nobel Prizes that you have won,

does one have more meaning for you than
the other?

Patding: 1 was asked that question on the
li)t.h of October 1%3 by a reporter-it might
have been UPI (this is the same day the
Nobel Peace Prize was awarded to me32).
I have&n asked it every once in a whiie . . . .
And I say, well, I was pleased to have re-
ceived the Nobel Prize in chemistry in 1954.

I wasn’t sure I was going to get it because
it seemed to me that I hadn’t made a single
great discovery. I made a lot of small dis-
coveries that all together constituted the for-
mulation of a new kind of chemistry, start-
ing in 1931 [with] my first paper on quan-
tum mechanics and the chemical bond. 15
But I received it, and I had just been enjoy-
ing myself—you know, doing chemistry,
trying to solve problems—which I still find
the most pleasurable activity. So I was
pleased that I received the Nobel Prize in
chemistry, but I vahte the Nobel Peace Prize
more. I wasn’t especially interested in po-
Iitical action or in working for world peace
up to 1945. I didn’t see any way in which
I could do anything that would be signifi-
cant. I thought that war institutionally was
going to be with the human race forever (or
at least in my lifetime), but when atomic
bombs came along, I thought here–and my
wife and I decided too—that I should sacri-
fice my scientitlc work. I thought here is the
possibility of eliminating war from the
world. So, of course, I got into quite a lot
of trouble. It was quite an unpleasant period:
the McCarthy period. There were times
when my passport was taken away from me
and I couldn’t go to scientific meetings
abroad, and Crdtech was trying to get rid
of me (a place I liked very much). I resisted
those efforts. But it wasn’t pleasant, so I said
that I valued the peace prize more. It showed
that working for world peace has become
respectable.

*****

My thanks to C.J. Fiscus and Peter
Pesavento for their help in the preparation
of this essay,

Q,9$9,s,
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In Tribute to Linus Fading: A Citation Laureate

Reprinted from: THE SCIENTLW 3(2): 10, 23 January 1989.

This year marks the golden anniversary of
Linus Pauling’s T?reNature of the Chemical
Bond and the Structure of Molecules and Oys-
tals: An Introduction to Modern Structural
Chemky. This classic 1939 tmok ranks as one
of the greatest chemistry texts of the century.

In 1985, Pauling wrote an autobiographical
commentary on 7he Nature of the Chemical
Bond for the Citation Classicm section of the
Institute for Scientific Irsformation”’s Current
Centers@. He noted that “from 1920 to 1939,
great progress was made in the understanding
of the nature of the chemicaf bond through the
determination of the structure of crystals by
X-ray diffraction and of the structure of gas
molecrdes by electron diffraction and in the ap-
plication of the theory of quantum mechanics.’”
He continued, “the results of these studies
were summarized in this book. The book has
had a significant impact both on chemical ed-
ucation and on research in inorganic chemis-
try, organic chemistry, rnineraIogy, biochem-
istry, moleculru biology, and medicine. ” (Cur-
rent Contents: Physical, Chemical & Earth
Sciences, January 28, 1985, page 16.)

Just how significant an impact the book has
had over the years can be measured in part by
the citations it has received. Since 1945, Pau-
ling’s book—in all editions and translations—
has received between 15,000 and 20,000 ex-
plicit citations. That places the work among
the top 10 scientific publications cited in our
database and among the top five most cited
books. The handful that do outrank Pauling’s
book are methods papers, such as the Lowry
classic on protein measurement.

The accompanying bar graph gives the ci-
tation record for 7he Nature of the Chemical
Bond, decade by decade since 1945, with an
estimate for 1985 to 1994. The increase in ci-
tations over the four decades since 1945 is
probably due largely to the exponentird growth
in the number of working scientists and in the
number of their publications. In the decade
1975 to 1984, we indexed seven times the
number of articles and 11 times the number

Citations To Pauling’s
The Nature Of The Chemlcel 8ond
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of citations than we did for the period 1945
to 1954. What is remarkable is that a 50-year-
old book—or even a 28-year-old book, if one
refers to the third edition published in
1960-gets cited at all by scientists today. The
scientific literature is aging more rapidly all
the time; the citation’ ‘half-life” of the typical
article is declining. Yet 7he Nature of the
Chemical Bond continues its usefulness. Last
year alone, it pulled in over 600 citations. Only
about 30 publications are now receiving 600
or more citations per year.

17reNature of the Chemical Bond, not sur-
prisingly, ranks as Pauling’s most cited work,
but he has many other highly cited books and
papers, which have been tabulated by his col-
league Zelek S. Herman of the Linus Pauling
Institute of Science and Medicine, Palo Alto,
Calif. (see “The twenty-five most cited pub-
lications of Linus Pauling, ” in R.P. Huemer,
editor, ‘llse Roots of Molecular Medicine: A
Tribute to Linus Pauling, W .H. Freeman, New
York, 1986, pages 254-59).

Considering the citation record described
here, I can’t resist thinkhtg that if there ever
were some sort of Nobel Prize for citations,
Linus Pauling might well be a third-time
laureate.
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